ABSTRACT Cyber security in the context of big data is known to be a critical problem and presents a great challenge to the research community. Machine learning algorithms have been suggested as candidates for handling big data security problems. Among these algorithms, support vector machines (SVMs) have achieved remarkable success on various classification problems. However, to establish an effective SVM, the user needs to define the proper SVM configuration in advance, which is a challenging task that requires expert knowledge and a large amount of manual effort for trial and error. In this paper, we formulate the SVM configuration process as a bi-objective optimization problem in which accuracy and model complexity are considered as two conflicting objectives. We propose a novel hyper-heuristic framework for bi-objective optimization that is independent of the problem domain. This is the first time that a hyper-heuristic has been developed for this problem. The proposed hyper-heuristic framework consists of a high-level strategy and low-level heuristics. The high-level strategy uses the search performance to control the selection of which low-level heuristic should be used to generate a new SVM configuration. The low-level heuristics each use different rules to effectively explore the SVM configuration search space. To address bi-objective optimization, the proposed framework adaptively integrates the strengths of decomposition-and Paretobased approaches to approximate the Pareto set of SVM configurations. The effectiveness of the proposed framework has been evaluated on two cyber security problems: Microsoft malware big data classification and anomaly intrusion detection. The obtained results demonstrate that the proposed framework is very effective, if not superior, compared with its counterparts and other algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid advancements in technologies and networkings such as mobile, social and Internet of Things create massive amounts of digital information. In this context, the term big data has been emerged to describe this massive amounts of digital information. Big data refers to large and complex datasets containing both structured and unstructured data generated on a daily basis, and need to be analysed in short periods of time [49] . The term big data is different from the big database, where big data indicates the data is too big, too fast, or too hard for existing tools to handle. Big data is commonly described by three characteristics: volume, variety and velocity (aka 3Vs). The 3Vs define properties or dimensions of data where volume refers to an extreme size of data, variety indicates the data was generated from divers sources and velocity refers to the speed of data creation, streaming and aggregation [49] . The complexity and challenge of big data are mainly due to the expansion of all three characteristics (3Vs)-rather than just the volume alone [14] . Learning from big data allows researchers, analysts, and organisations users to make better and faster decisions to enhance their operations and quality of life [38] . Given its practical applications and challenges, this field has attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners from various communities, including academia, industry and government agencies [14] .
However, big data created a new issue related not only to the 3Vs characteristics, but also to data security. It has been indicated that big data does not only increase the scale of the challenges related to security, but also create new and different cyber-security threats that need to be addressed in an effective and intelligent ways. Indeed, security is known as the prime concern for any organisation when learning from big data [47] . Examples of big data cyber-security challenges are malwares detection, authentications and steganoanalysis [45] . Among these challenges, malware detection is the most critical challenge in big data cybersecurity. The term malware (short for malicious software) refers to various malicious computer programs such as ransomwares, viruses and scarewares that can infect computers and release important information via networks, email or websites [53] . Researchers and organisations acknowledged the issues that can be caused by these dangerous software (malicious computer programs) and therefore new methods should be developed to prevent them. Yet, despite the fact that malware is a crucial issue in big data, very little researches have been done in this area [47] . Examples of malware detection methods include signature-based detection methods [22] , behaviors monitoring detection methods [54] and patterns-based detection methods [19] , [53] . However, most of existing malware detection methods are mainly proposed to deal with small-scale datasets and unable to handle big data within a moderate amount of time. In addition, these methods can be easily evaded by attackers, very costly to maintain and they have very law success rates [53] .
To address the above issues, machine learning (ML) algorithms have been proposed for classifying unknown patterns and malicious software [45] , [53] . ML have showing promising results to classify and identify unknown malware software. Support vector machines (SVMs) are among the most popular ML algorithms and have shown remarkable success in various real-world applications [15] . The popularity of SVMs is due to their strong performance and scalability [40] . However, despite these advantages, the performance of an SVM is strongly affected by its selected configuration [9] . A typical SVM configuration includes the selection of the soft margin parameter (or penalty) and the kernel type as well as its parameters. In the literature, various methodologies have been developed for selecting SVM configurations. These methodologies can be classified based on the formulation of the SVM configuration problem and the optimisation method used [9] , [12] . An SVM configuration formulation can rely on either a single criterion, in which case k-fold cross-validation is used to assess the performance of the generated configuration, or multiple criteria, in which case more than one criterion must be used to evaluate the generated configuration, such as the model accuracy and model complexity [46] . The available optimisation methods include grid search methods, gradient-based methods and meta-heuristic methods. Grid search methods are easy to implement and have shown good results [13] . However, they are computationally expensive, which limits their applicability to big data problems. Gradient-based methods are very efficient, but their main shortcomings are that they require the objective function to be differentiable and that they strongly depend on the initial point [4] . Meta-heuristic methods have been suggested to overcome the drawbacks of grid search methods and gradient-based methods [5] , [28] , [56] . However, the performance of a meta-heuristic method strongly depends on the selected parameters and operators, the selection of which is known to be a very difficult and time-consuming process.
In addition, only one kernel is used in most works, and the search is performed over the parameter space of that kernel.
This work presents a novel bi-objective hyper-heuristic framework for SVM configuration optimisation. Hyperheuristics are more effective than other methods because they are independent of the particular task at hand and can often obtain highly competitive configurations. Our proposed hyper-heuristic framework integrates several key components that differentiate it from existing works to find an effective SVM configuration for big data cyber security. First, the framework considers a bi-objective formulation of the SVM configuration problem, in which the accuracy and model complexity are treated as two conflicting objectives. Second, the framework controls the selection of both the kernel type and kernel parameters as well as the soft margin parameter. Third, the hyper-heuristic framework combines the strengths of decomposition-and Pareto-based approaches in an adaptive manner to find an approximate Pareto set of SVM configurations.
The performance of the proposed framework is validated and compared with that of state-of-the-art algorithms on two cyber security problems: Microsoft malware big data classification and anomaly intrusion detection. The empirical results fully demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework on both problems.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section (Section II), we present a brief overview of related work. The definition and formulation of SVMs are presented in Section III. In Section IV, we describe the proposed hyper-heuristic framework and its main components. In Section V, we discuss the experimental setup, including the benchmark instances and the parameter settings of the proposed framework. In Section VI, we provide the computational results of our framework and compare the framework with other algorithms. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is presented in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly discuss some related works on malware detection methods and meta-learning methods. It also includes review on hyper-heuristics for classification problems.
A. MALWARE DETECTION METHODS
Recent survey by Ye et al. [53] classified malware detection methods into three types: signature-based detection methods, patterns-based detection methods and cloudbased detection methods. Most of existing detection methods use signature to detect malware software [21] , [22] . Signature is a unique short string of bytes defined for each known malware software so it can be used to detect future unknown software [22] . Although signature-based detection methods are able to detect malware software, they require constant updating to include the signature of new malware software into the signature database. In addition, they can be easily evaded by malware developers by using encryption, polymorphism or obfuscation [53] . Furthermore, signature database is usually created via manual process by domain experts which is known as tedious task and time-consuming [16] .
Patterns-based detection methods check whether a given malware software contains a set of patterns or not. The patterns are extracted by domain experts to distinguish malware software and non-benign files [2] , [10] , [35] . However, the analysis of malware software and the extraction of patterns by domain experts is subject to error-prone and requires a huge amount of time [19] . This indicates that manual analysis and extraction are major issues in developing patternsbased detection methods because malware software grows very fast [53] .
Cloud-based detection methods use a server to store detection software so malware detection can be done in a clientserver manner using cloud-based architecture [41] , [53] , [54] . However, cloud-based detection methods are highly affected by the available number of cluster nodes and the running time of the detection methods [29] . This can slow down the detection processes and thus multiable malware software can not be easily detected.
Generally speaking, due to the economic benefits, malware software getting increasingly complex and malware developers employ automated malware development tool-kits to write and modify malware codes to evade detection methods [44] . In addition, existing methods are not scalable enough to deal with big data and less responsive to new threats due to the quickly changing nature of malware software. Machine learning (ML) algorithms have been suggested to be used as malware detection methods to automatically detect malware software [53] . However, designing an effective detection method using machine learning algorithm is a challenging task due to the large number of possible design options and the lack of intelligent way for how to choose and/or combine existing options. This work addresses these challenges through proposing a hyper-heuristic framework to search the space of the design options and their values, and iteratively combine and adapt different options for different problem instances.
B. META-LEARNING APPROACHES
A traditional SVM has several tunable parameters that need to be optimised in order to obtain high quality results [9] . Meta-learning approaches have been widely used to find the best combination of parameters and their values for SVM. Meta-learning is an approach that aims at understanding the problem characteristics and the best algorithm that fit to it [52] . In particular, it tries to discover or learn which problem features contribute to algorithm performance and then recommend the appropriate algorithm for that problem. Soares et al. [43] proposed a meta-learning approach to find the parameter values of Gaussian kernel for SVM to solve regression problems. The authors used K-NN as a ranking method to select the best value for the kernel width parameter. Reif et al. [36] hybridised meta-learning and case-based reasoning to generate the initial starting solutions for genetic algorithm. The proposed genetic algorithm is used to find appropriate parameter values for a given classifier to solve a given problem instance. Ali and Smith-Miles [3] employed a meta-learning approach that uses classical, distance and distribution statistical information to recommend kernel method for SVM. Gomes et al. [24] proposed a hybrid method that combines meta-learning and search algorithms to select SVM parameter values. Other examples that use metalearning approaches to tune SVMs are [30] - [32] and [37] .
Although meta-learning approaches have shown to be effective in tuning SVMs parameter values, they still face the problem of over-fitting. This is because the extracted problem features only capture the instances that have been used during the training process. In addition, most of existing approaches are used to tune single kernel method and were tested on small scale instances. Our proposed framework uses kernel methods and the selection process is formulated as a bi-objective optimisation to effectively deal with big data problems.
C. HYPER-HEURISTICS
Hyper-heuristic is an emergent search method that seeks to automate the process of combining or generating an effective problem solver [11] . A traditional hyper-heuristic framework takes all possible designing options as an input and then decides which one should be used. The output of a hyper-heuristic framework is a problem solver rather than a solution [39] . Sim et al. [42] proposed a hyper-heuristic framework to generate a set of attributes that characterise a given instance for one dimensional bin packing problem. The authors used hyper-heuristic framework to predict which heuristic should be used to solve the current problem instance. Ortiz-Bayliss et al. [34] proposed a learning vector quantization neural network based hyper-heuristic framework for solving constraint satisfaction problems. The hyperheuristic framework was trained to decide which heuristic to select based on the given properties of the instance at hand. Greer [25] presented a stochastic hyper-heuristic framework for unsupervised matching of partial information. The hyperheuristic framework was implemented as a feature selection method to determine which sub-set of features should be selected. Basgalupp [7] proposed a hyper-heuristic framework to evolve decision-tree for software effort prediction. Other examples that use hyper-heuristic frameworks to evolve classifiers are [6] , [8] , and [51] .
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
This section is divided into three subsections. We first describe the SVM process, followed by the formulation of the configuration problem. Finally, we present the proposed multi-objective formulation of the SVM configuration problem.
A. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
SVMs are a class of supervised learning models that have been widely used for classification and regression [50] . SVMs are based on statistical learning theory and are better able to avoid local optima than other classification algorithms. An SVM is a kernel-based learning algorithms that seeks the optimal hyperplane. The kernel learning process maps the input patterns into a higher-dimensional feature space in which linear separation is feasible. Suppose that we have L sample sets {(x i ,y i ) | x i ∈ R v , y i ∈ R}, where x i is an input vector of dimensionality v and y i is the output vector corresponding to x i . The basic idea of the SVM approach is to map the input vector x i into an N-dimensional feature space and then construct the optimal decision-making function in the feature space as follows [50] :
s.t.
T is the weight vector; C is the margin parameter (or penalty); ε is the insensitive loss coefficient, which controls the number of support vectors; and ξ i and ξ * i are two slack variables, which take non-negative values. Equation (1) can be transformed into a dual problem, in which the optimal decision can be obtained by solving the following:
where α i and α * i are Lagrange coefficients representing the two slack variables, b ∈ R is the bias, and K (x, x i ) is the the kernel function
Here, (.) represents the mapping function to the feature space. The kernel function is used to compute the dot product of two sample points in the high-dimensional space. Table 1 summarises the kernel functions that have been widely used in SVMs [9] . In this table, α, β and d are kernel parameters that need to be set by the user.
The existing kernel functions can be classified as either local or global kernel functions [9] . Local kernel functions have a good learning ability but do not have a good generalisation ability. By contrast, global kernel functions have a good generalisation ability but a poor learning ability. For example, the radial kernel function is known to be a local function, whereas the polynomial kernel function is a global kernel function. The main challenge lies in determining which kernel function should be used for the current problem instance or the current decision point. This is because the kernel selection process strongly depends on the distribution of the input vectors and the relationship between the input vector and the output vector (predicted variables). However, the feature space distribution is not known in advance and may change during the course of the solution process, especially in big data cyber security. Consequently, different kernel functions may work well for different instances or in different stages of the solution process, and kernel selection may thus have a crucial impact on SVM performance. To address this issue, in this work, we use multiple kernel functions to improve the accuracy of our algorithm and avoid the shortcomings of using a single kernel function.
B. SVM CONFIGURATION FORMULATION
A traditional SVM configuration specifies the appropriate values for C, the kernel type and the kernel parameters. The aim is to find SVM configurations from the space of all possible configurations that minimise the expected error when tested on completely new data. This can be represented as a black-box optimisation problem that seeks an optimal cross-validation error (I) and can be expressed as a tuple of the form <SVM, Θ, D, C, S >, where [26] • SVM is the parametrised algorithm, • Θ is the search space of the possible SVM configurations (C, kernel type and kernel parameters),
• D is the distribution of the set of instances,
• C is the cost function, and • S is the statistical information.
The goal is to optimise the cost function C: Θ × D −→ R of the SVM over a set of problem instances π ∈ D to find θ * ∈ arg min
Each θ ∈ Θ represents one possible configuration of the SVM. The cost function C represents a single execution of the SVM using θ to solve a problem instance π ∈ D. The statistical information S (e.g., a mean value) summarises the output of C obtained when testing the SVM across a set of instances. The main role of the proposed hyper-heuristic framework is to find a θ ∈ Θ such that C(θ ) is optimised.
C. MULTI-OBJECTIVE FORMULATION
A multi-objective optimisation problem involves more than one objective function that all need to be optimised simultaneously [17] . A general multi-objective optimisation problem of the minimisation type can be represented as follows:
where X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ) is a set of N decision variables, m is the number of objectives f i , c is the number of constraints
i is the lower bound on the i th decision variable, and x (U ) i is the upper bound on the i th decision variable. In a multiobjective optimisation problem, two solutions are compared using the concept of dominance (≺) [17] :
A solution a is Pareto optimal if there is no other solution that dominates it. Accordingly, the set of all Paretooptimal solutions is called the Pareto-optimal set (PS), and its image in the objective space is called the Pareto front (PF). The main goal of optimisation algorithms is to find the optimal PS.
For an SVM, the accuracy can be seen as a trade-off between the complexity (number of support vectors (NSV )) and the margin (C) [46] . A large number of support vectors may lead to over-fitting, whereas a large value of C to increase the generalisation ability may result in incorrect classification of some samples. This trade-off can be controlled through the selection of the SVM configuration (C, kernel type and kernel parameters). To this end, in this work, we consider the accuracy and complexity (number of support vectors (NSV )) achieved over the training instances as two conflicting objectives [46] :
• Accuracy. The accuracy represents the classification performance on a given problem instance. It can be calculated via so-called K -fold cross-validation (CV), in which the given instance is split into K disjoint sets D 1 , . . . , D K of the same size. For each configuration (θ ∈ Θ), the SVM is trained K times. In each iteration, K − 1 sets are used for training, and the other set is used for performance testing. The error (err) represents the average number of misclassified data sets over K training iterations.
• Complexity. The complexity represents the number of support vectors (NSV ) or the upper bound on the expected number of errors. The SVM configuration θ ∈ Θ comprises the decision variables (C, kernel type and kernel parameters). The bounds on each decision variable represent its range of possible values. The two objectives to be optimised (m = 2) can be formulated as follows [46] : where err represents the number of misclassified data sets and NSV denotes the number of support vectors.
IV. METHODOLOGY
The flowchart of the proposed methodology (abbreviated as HH-SVM) is depicted in Figure 1 . The methodology has two parts: the SVM and the hyper-heuristic framework. The main role of the hyper-heuristic framework is to generate a configuration (C, kernel type and kernel parameters) and send it to the SVM. The SVM uses the generated configuration to solve a given problem instance and then sends the cost function (mean values of err and NSV ) to the hyperheuristic framework. This process is repeated for a certain number of iterations. In the following subsections, we discuss the proposed hyper-heuristic framework along with its main components.
A. THE PROPOSED HYPER-HEURISTIC FRAMEWORK
The proposed hyper-heuristic framework for configuration selection is shown in Figure 2 . It has two levels: the highlevel strategy and the low-level heuristics [11] . The high-level strategy operates on the heuristic space instead of the solution space. In each iteration, the high-level strategy selects a heuristic from the existing pool of low-level heuristics, applies it to the current solution to produce a new solution and then decides whether to accept the new solution. The lowlevel heuristics constitute a set of problem-specific heuristics that operate directly on the solution space of a given problem [39] .
To address the bi-objective optimisation problem, we propose a population-based hyper-heuristic framework that operates on a population of solutions and uses an archive to save the non-dominated solutions. The proposed framework combines the strengths of decomposition-and Pareto (dominance)-based approaches to effectively approximate the Pareto set of SVM configurations. Our idea is to combine the diversity ability of the decomposition approach with the VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Hyper-heuristic framework. convergence power of the dominance approach. The decomposition approach operates on the population of solutions, whereas the dominance approach uses the archive. The hyperheuristic framework generates a new population of solutions using either the old population, the archive, or both the old population and the archive. This allows the search to achieve a proper balance between convergence and diversity. It should be noted that seeking good convergence involves minimising the distances between the solutions and PF, whereas seeking high diversity involves maximising the distribution of the solutions along PF.
The main components of the proposed hyper-heuristic framework are discussed in the following subsections.
B. SOLUTION REPRESENTATION
In our framework, each solution represents one configuration (θ ∈ Θ) of the SVM, which is represented in the form of a one-dimensional array, as shown in Figure 3 . In this figure, C is the margin parameter (or penalty), KF is the index of the selected kernel function, and k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k KF are the parameters of that kernel function.
C. POPULATION INITIALISATION
The population of solutions (PS) is randomly initialised. We use the following equation to assign a random value to each decision variable in a given solution (x):
where i is the index of the decision variable, d is the total number of decision variables, p is the index of the solution,
|PS| is the population size, Rand 
D. FITNESS CALCULATION
The fitness calculation assigns a value to each solution in the population that indicates how good this solution is compared with those in the current population. In this work, we use the MOEA/D approach to solve the multi-objective optimisation problem for selecting the SVM configuration. In this approach, a given multi-objective optimisation problem is first decomposed into a number of single-objective subproblems, and then, all sub-problems are solved in a collaborative manner [57] . MOEA/D uses a scalarisation function to decompose a given problem into a number of scalarised single-objective sub-problems as follows [57] :
where g te is the Tchebycheff decomposition approach, x is a given solution (SVM configuration), m is the number of objectives (in this work, m = 2), and λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ m ) is a weighting vector such that λ i ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ m. f i is the fitness value for the i th objective calculated using Equation (8).
is the idea or the reference point, i.e., z * i = min{f i (x) | x ∈ } for each i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
E. HIGH-LEVEL STRATEGY
The main role of the high-level strategy is to automate the heuristic selection process [39] . Our proposed high-level strategy consists of the following steps.
1) SELECT
The selection step involves selecting one heuristic from the existing pool of heuristics using a selection mechanism.
In this work, we use Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) [39] as an on-line heuristic selection mechanism . In MAB, the past performance of each heuristic is saved; then, these performances are used to decide which heuristic should be selected. Each heuristic is associated with two variables: the empirical reward q i and the confidence level n i . The empirical reward q i represents the average reward obtained during the search process using this heuristic. A higher value of the empirical reward is better. The confidence level n i is the number of times that the i th heuristic has previously been applied. Based on these two variables, MAB calculates the confidence interval for each heuristic and then selects the highest value using the following formula (Equation (11)):
arg max
The pool of heuristics in our framework is denoted by {LLH _1, . . . , LLH _n}, where n is the total number of heuristics. The index t is the time step or the number of the current iteration of the search. c is a scaling factor that adjusts the balance between the influence of the empirical reward and the confidence level to ensure that the confidence interval will not be excessively biased by either of these indicators. For example, a highly rewarded but infrequently used heuristic should most likely be less preferred than a frequently used heuristic whose reward value is only slightly lower. The empirical reward q i(t) is calculated as follows:
where r i(t) is the accumulative reward value of heuristic LLH i up to time t. The computation of r i(t) uses the equation below, Equation (13) .
The component r i(t) is the sum total of the fitness improvement introduced by heuristic i from the beginning of the search up through the current iteration t.
2) APPLY
Two tasks are performed in the application step:
• Solution selection. This task determines which solutions should be selected to form the mating pool.
In this work, we propose to utilise the advantages of both the decomposition-and Pareto (dominance)-based approaches during the solution selection process. In MOEA/D, each solution in the current population represents a sub-problem. To combine decomposition and dominance, we optimise each sub-problem using information from only its neighbouring sub-problems with probability p n , from both the neighbouring subproblems and the archive with probability p na , or from only the archive with probability p a . A fixed set of neighbouring solutions for each sub-problem is determined using the Euclidean distances between any two solutions based on their weight vectors.
• Heuristic application. In this task, the selected heuristic is applied to the created mating pool to evolve a new set of solutions.
3) ACCEPT SOLUTION
The acceptance step checks whether the newly generated solutions should be accepted. In this work, we first compare each solution x with its neighbouring sub-problems y. x will replace y if it is superior in terms of the scalarisation function, g te (x, λ) <g te (y, λ). Next, we update the archive using nondominated solutions.
4) TERMINATE
This step terminates the search process. This step checks whether the total number of iterations has been reached and, if so, terminates the search process and returns the set of nondominated solutions. Otherwise, it starts a new iteration.
F. LOW-LEVEL HEURISTICS
The low-level heuristics (LLH s) are a set of problem-specific rules that operate directly on a given solution. Each LLH takes one or more solutions as input and then modifies them to generate a new solution. In this work, we utilise various sets of heuristics within the proposed framework. These heuristics have been demonstrated to be suitable for different problems and even for different stages of the same problem. These heuristics are chosen so as to incorporate various characteristics into the search and to include different search behaviours. The heuristics are as follows [20] : 1) Parametrised Gaussian Mutation
where Mean = 0 and σ 2 = 0.5 is the standard deviation. 2) Differential Mutation_1
3) Differential Mutation_2
where x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 and x 5 are five different solutions selected from the mating pool in accordance with the solution selection process discussed in IV-E.2. F is a scaling factor, whose value is fixed to 0.9 in this study. 5) Arithmetic Crossover
where λ is a randomly generated number, whose value is within the range λ ∈ [0, 1]. x 1 is the current sub-problem, and x 2 is the best solution in its neighbourhood. 6) Polynomial Mutation
and
where η is set to 0.3 and a and b are the lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the value of the i th decision variable.
G. ARCHIVE
The archive saves the set of non-dominated solutions and is updated in each iteration. In this work, the newly generated solutions are first added to the archive. Then, following the concept of NSGA-II [18] , we use the non-dominated sorting procedure to divide the archive into several levels of nondomination such that solutions in the first level have the highest priority to be selected, those in the second level have the second highest priority, etc. To ensure that the selected solutions are distributed along the Pareto front (PF), we may also select some solutions at the lowest level, depending on the crowding distance measure.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section summarises the benchmark instances that were used to assess the proposed framework and the parameter settings.
A. BENCHMARK INSTANCES
In this work, we analysed our proposed framework on two different cyber security problems with a broad range of different structures and sizes.
1) MICROSOFT MALWARE BIG DATA CLASSIFICATION
A first experimental evaluation uses Microsoft malware big data classification problem which was introduced for BIG 2015, hosted at Kaggle. 1 Microsoft provided a total of 500 GB of data of known malware files representing a mix of 9 families (classes) for 2 purposes: training and testing. A total of 10868 malwares are included in the training set, 1 https://www.kaggle.com/c/malware-classification/data and 10783 malwares are included in the testing set. Each sample is a binary file with the extension ''.bytes'', and the corresponding disassembled file in the assembly language (text) has the extension ''.asm''. The ultimate goal is to train the classification algorithm using the training samples to effectively classify each of the testing samples into one of the 9 categories (malware families) such that the logloss function below is minimised:
where N represents the number of training samples, M is the number of classes, log is the natural logarithm, and y ij is a true label that takes a value of 1 if i is in class j and 0 otherwise. p ij is the estimated probability that i belongs to class j. Further description can be found on the Kaggle web site.
2) ANOMALY INTRUSION DETECTION
In the second experimental evaluation, we used the NSL-KDD 2 anomaly intrusion detection instances. NSL-KDD includes selected records from the KDDCUP99 dataset collected by monitoring incoming network traffic. NSL-KDD has been used by many researchers to develop network-based intrusion detection systems (NIDs). The NSL-KDD problem instance consists of 125,973 training samples and 22,544 testing samples, each classified as either normal or anomalous (i.e., a network attack).
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS
The proposed framework has a few parameters that need to be determined in advance. To this end, we conducted a preliminary investigation to set the values of these parameters. We tested different values for each parameter while keeping the other parameters fixed. Table 2 shows the parameter settings investigated in our work as well as the final selected values.
VI. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
In this section, we present the results of the experiments that we conducted to evaluate the proposed HH-SVM framework described in this paper. We conducted two experimental tests. In the first test, HH-SVM was compared with each lowlevel heuristic individually. In the second test, the results of HH-SVM were compared with those of other algorithms proposed in the literature. 
B. HH-SVM COMPARED WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS
In this section, the results of HH-SVM are compared with those reported in the literature. For BIG 2015, we consider the following algorithms in the comparison:
• XGBoost (AE) [55] • Random Forest (RF) [23] • Optimised XGBoost (OXB) [1] For the NSL-KDD instance, the accuracy results obtained by HH-SVM are compared against those of the following algorithms:
• Gaussian Naive Bayes Tree (GNBT) [48] • Fuzzy Classifier (FC) [27] • Decision Tree (DT) [33] The results of HH-SVM and the other algorithms for the BIG 2015 and NSL-KDD problem instances are summarised in Table 6 and Table 7 , respectively. Similar to the literature, the results for BIG 2015 in Table 6 are given in the form of the logloss values achieved by the various algorithms, whereas in Table 7 , all algorithms are compared in terms of the accuracy measure. In the logloss comparisons, a lower value indicates better performance, whereas in the accuracy comparisons, a higher value indicates better performance. The best result obtained among the compared algorithms is indicated in bold in both tables. As shown in Table 6 , HH-SVM has a lower logloss value than those of AE, RF and OXB for the BIG 2015 instance, whereas in Table 7 , the accuracy value of HH-SVM is higher than those of GNBT, FC and DT for the NSL-KDD instance. The results demonstrate that HH-SVM is an effective methodology for addressing cyber security problems. The good performance of HH-SVM can be attributed to its ability to design and optimise different SVMs for different problem instances and for different stages of the solution process.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a hyper-heuristic SVM optimisation framework for big data cyber security problems. We formulated the SVM configuration process as a bi-objective optimisation problem in which accuracy and model complexity are treated as two conflicting objectives. This bi-objective optimisation problem can be solved using the proposed hyper-heuristic framework. The framework integrates the strengths of decomposition-and Pareto-based approaches to approximate the Pareto set of configurations. Our framework has been tested on two benchmark cyber security problem instances: Microsoft malware big data classification and anomaly intrusion detection. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and potential of the proposed framework in achieving competitive, if not superior, results compared with other algorithms.
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